The cost of poverty affects us all
But the biggest barrier to ending poverty is the political orthodoxy we
have lived by for the past 40 years: that good government is small
government, that social programs must shrink, and that taxes are evil.
It is over this period we have seen the most dramatic rise in poverty
rates and income inequality.

Flowers rest on the Toronto Homeless Memorial at the Church of the
Holy Trinity in downtown Toronto in February. "A society with no
poverty would be healthier, happier, and easier to live in," writes Gary
Bloch. "We would also likely save money in the long run." (Toronto
Star File Photo)
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As a family doctor who works largely with people living on low
incomes, poverty is at the root of many of the illnesses I treat. And, a
dozen or so years into my career, my workload shows no sign of easing
up. A short-sighted perspective would say: “good for me.”
The Cost of Poverty in Toronto report released Nov. 28 turns this
thinking on its head. This report calculates that poverty costs Toronto
alone $5 billion a year. I am not an economist, but the share of this
cost that falls on me and my family is huge.
In my life, the report’s findings play out daily: last week I saw a patient
who had spent more than 10 years living in a ravine. He had been to
hospital multiple times during that decade, with heart attacks, skin
infections, and serious depression. If he had been housed, with enough
income to support himself at even the most basic standard of living,
allowing him to eat properly, live with less stress, engage with
community supports and primary health care, the tens of thousands of
health dollars spent on him may well have been avoided.
A colleague of mine was teaching a group of medical students recently,
and they asked a patient why he was in hospital with an injured leg.
He answered, “Because I have no money.” He said he came to hospital
with issues that could be addressed in the community because there is
no one to help him and he can’t afford to care for himself at home.
Those students and their teacher spent the next two hours trying to
understand how this was possible.
We also see the effects of poverty at home: the discomfort of living
next to people who are struggling to survive, with the resulting anger
and irritation this causes on both sides. Our children coming home
from school talking about their friends who have to ask for help to go
on a field trip or who hide their inadequate lunches out of shame.
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To continue to avoid dealing with this situation is not only immoral, it
makes no sense. This report highlights the negative side of continued
poverty: poor health and lost productivity. But to read the report from

another angle, it tells me that a society with no poverty would be
healthier, happier, and easier to live in. We would also likely save
money in the long run.
How do we get there? We know what needs to be done. There has been
an endless stream of reports and commissions looking at how to
address poverty. We have Toronto and Ontario poverty reduction
strategies and are waiting for a federal version. We know we must
address a lack of affordable housing or child care, inadequate social
assistance rates, and the rise of precarious work. We are pretty sure
climate change is making the situation worse.
But the biggest barrier to ending poverty is the political orthodoxy we
have lived by for the past 40 or more years, grounded in austerity: that
good government is small government, that social programs must
shrink, and that taxes are evil. It is over this period that we have seen
the most dramatic rise in poverty rates and income inequality, with a
concentration of wealth in the top 1 per cent. It’s time for a rethink.
I’d be more than happy to pay more taxes if I knew that money would
help my community to be healthier and happier. I feel good and
hopeful when provincial and federal leaders talk about initiatives that
will make life easier for those who are most vulnerable, and I am more
than happy to put my money where my mouth is.
We need action now. The cost of poverty will only continue to go up if
we do not start to see real action from government. Some hard choices
will have to be made, but this report shows us that if we continue to
make decisions without thought of our long-term well-being, we will
pay.
I challenge us all to put me out of business. I would be very happy to
know the flow of patients to my door had dried up because we decided
to put our resources where they have the most positive impact: into
truly ending poverty, in Toronto and beyond.
Gary Bloch is a family physician in Toronto, an assistant professor
with the University of Toronto, and an expert adviser with
EvidenceNetwork.ca.
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